
THE BIG RAJAH

Excellence Is Served



* An authentic customer statement

“The Big Rajah truly gives a royal service with great food 
and impeccable service. They create the right ambience 
for the function and wrap it all up in a nice package.” *



The secret of our excellence:
We treat every function as if it is our own.

The Big Rajah believes that there are no ordinary events. Every event is an occasion to showcase your impeccable 
hospitality, touch hearts and make a lasting impression. As a full-service catering and event planning company 
providing the A to Z of function requirements, we have been doing just that for over 25 years. 

No event is too big or too small for us. Whether you are a corporation or an individual, our passion is to make 
your event, really special. Our services are tailored to meet your specific needs and requests. We have a proven 
track record of being an optimally run service in the aspects of hygiene, work ethics and professionalism. You 
can be sure of a superior level of service, efficiency and quality to fit your budget and exceed your expectations.

With The Big Rajah, excellence is truly served.





* An authentic customer statement

At your Service

We pride ourselves on our diversity of skills and talents. We have a dedicated and professional team that 
delivers great service for every function big or small. Our team of servers, chefs, planners and administrators 
work as a team to produce superior services and delectable cuisines. Every team member works with daily 
dedication, following The Big Rajah’s strict ethical principles. 

“We have used Big Rajah for our events for years 
and it is reassuring that one phone call to them 

ensures that we get the best service and everything is 
efficiently taken care of. From the wonderful service, 

to the excellent presentation, right to their mouth-
watering food, they are brilliant.” *



* An authentic customer statement

“The quality of the food The 
Big Rajah prepared for our 
guests has raised the event 
to such a high degree of 
success. We will now be able 
to rave about their culinary 
delights to our friends.” *



Our Acclaimed Food Selections

Plan your menu with us. The Big Rajah specializes in fine Malaysian cuisine encompassing Indian, Malay, 
Chinese and Western foods. The freshest ingredients, the most authentic tastes, and the most professional 
service, all make The Big Rajah the preferred caterer and event planner this side of culinary haven.

24-hour kitchen for absolute freshness

There is absolutely no compromise on food freshness. Our culinary offerings are consistently delicious. Food 
tasting is implemented for quality control. Best of all, there’s an endless variety to choose from. 



“The Big Rajah team comprises of pros that know good food and are 
gurus of excellent customer service, I can rely on them to provide my 
guests with great satisfaction consistently.” *



* An authentic customer statement

Corporate Functions of Distinction 

The Big Rajah brings its hallmark of excellence to each and every corporate function to make it truly memorable. 
From family days to product launches and conventions, we introduce innovative concepts to give you the best 
possible choices to meet your menu preference, function requirements and corporate objectives. 

Corporate Functions:
• Family Days  • Event Launches  • Seminars and Conferences  • Exhibitions   • Conventions



* An authentic customer statement

“The Big Rajah is a part of all my family gatherings. We can always 
rely on them to help us create the most memorable event for us and 

our friends. They make it easy by organizing everything so all I have to 
do is to be a host and have fun with no hassles.”  *



Private Affairs Beyond Compare

From dream weddings to birthdays and anniversary celebrations, The Big Rajah is the catalyst of event success 
as we work behind the scenes to ensure that you get the best in terms of food selection, service and ambience 
to meet your function requirements and lifestyle needs. We take care of every detail so that you can truly be 
with your guests and enjoy your own function to the hilt.

Private Functions: 
• Garden Weddings  • Ethnic Weddings  • Garden Parties  • House Parties for Birthdays, 
• Anniversaries, Festivals, etc.



* An authentic customer statement

“Great food, great service. I’m amazed by their ability to handle 
huge numbers.” *



Coverings of Strength and Grandeur

From tents to canopies and grand marquees, we’ve got you covered. Our wide selections are among the best 
available in the country. Exceptionally reliable and simply breath-taking. our coverings of strength and grandeur 
will leave a lasting impression.

• Arabian Nights White High Tops
• Canopies
• Tents (classic white, blue or red and white)
• Grand Marquees

Complete Function Support 
• Lovely Underlay and Pole Liner Decoration
• Stylish table and chair decorations
• Elegant Overall Settings
• Stage Structures
• VIP Seating and Red Carpets
• Rose Petal Walkway
• Cool Vapour Fans
• Special Lightings



* An authentic customer statement

“The Big Rajah has set a 
benchmark in the catering 
business in Kuala Lumpur 

and the Klang valley.” *



The Touch of Elegance
                      

Every function is an opportunity to show your guests how special they are. That’s why The Big Rajah also 
provides the little extras that make a big impression. These elegant touches will definitely touch your guests 
and warm their hearts long after the function is over.

• Creative Décor
• Food Presentation with hotel style grand entrance
• Unique Table Set-ups
• Creative Buffet Set-ups
• Cocktails and bar services
• Classic round dome services
• Special food garnishing



THE BIG RAJAH

Excellence Is Served

THE BIG RAJAH
Food Caterers Sdn Bhd

(486596-P)
13509 Jalan Jenjarom, Off Jalan SS23/10, Taman SEA, Petaling Jaya, 47300, Selangor Darul Ehsan.

Tel : 03-78802266   Fax : 03-78801759
E-mail : info@thebigrajah.com    www.thebigrajah.com

The Big Rajah was founded in 1980 by John Joseph Xavier, one 
of Malaysia’s pioneering figures in commercial food catering. 
His vision of service excellence and uncompromising culinary 
standards live on today as The Big Rajah continues to make inroads 
in the art and science of catering and event management to make 

every function, truly memorable.  

A Legacy of Excellence 


